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Chocolate Covered Death Nov 19 2021 From New York Times bestselling author Gemma Halliday comes the next deliciously deadly decadence in wine country in the USA Today
bestselling series... In order to boost her struggling family winery's reputation, Emmy Oak throws a Wine and Chocolate party for the Sonoma Valley elite̶featuring her delicious drinks
alongside her friend Leah's decadently chocolaty desserts. But when Leah's ex-husband's new trophy wife turns up dead after the party, the police paint Leah in the role of main suspect
and the only thing anyone in town can talk about is the murder at the Chocolate Bar. To save face and her friend, Emmy finds herself infiltrating high society and sorting among the catty
and cantankerous for her killer. Did the victim's rare-wine brokering business have anything to do with it? Or was it the hot new golf pro at the club or the frenemy with a jealous streak?
Or maybe her husband found a less messy way than divorce to end their short and unhappy marriage? Emmy isn't sure, but she knows a mysterious man in a cowboy had has something
to do with it, and the deeper she digs, the more trouble seems to follow her. Between crashing the country club, dodging danger, and trying to stay one step ahead of the sexy Detective
Christopher Grant, Emmy has her work cut out for her to catch a killer...before hers is the next death by chocolate! **Simple and delicious recipes included!** "Ms. Halliday is the
undisputed queen of the genre: she knows how to blend fashion, suspense, laughter, and romance in all the right doses." ˜ Fresh Fiction "Gemma has a natural flow to her writing, a
vibrant, witty voice that makes you want to keep reading. 5 stars!" ˜ Futures Mystery Anthology Magazine "Halliday is on top of her game!" ˜ Booklist Wine & Dine Mysteries: A Sip Before
Dying ‒ book #1 Chocolate Covered Death ‒ book #2 Victim in the Vineyard ‒ book #3, COMING in September! Marriage, Merlot & Murder ‒ book #4, COMING in January 2020! Rating:
This story does not contain any graphic violence, language, or sexual encounters. It's rating would be similar to PG-13 or what you would find on a Hallmark Channel movie or TV series.
Final Target (Triskelion Team, Book 1) Feb 29 2020 An explosive romantic thriller set in the Dublin criminal underworld. His last hit turns out to be his first love… As a final job for his mob
boss uncle, Lar Delaney agrees to eliminate one last target. Through the crosshairs of his sniper rifle, he realizes that his target is a former girlfriend̶a woman who supposedly died five
years previously. Moira Collins is an intelligence agent whose cover has been shot to smithereens. When she finds herself on the wrong side of an assassin s rifle, she s appalled to
recognize the only mark she ever let herself fall in love with.
Cozy Christmas Shorts Oct 19 2021 Enjoy this USA TODAY bestselling collection of holiday themed cozy mystery short stories in some of our most popular series! Written by #1 Amazon,
New York Times, and USA Today bestselling authors! These short holiday bites are perfect for enjoying while waiting in shopping lines or binge-reading over a cup of hot cocoa. Stories
include: Baby It's Cold Outside (Tahoe Tessie Mysteries) by Gemma Halliday & T. Sue VerSteeg Have Yourself a Deadly Little Christmas (Greatest Hits Mysteries) by Leslie Langtry Christmas
Al Dente (Southern Pasta Shop Mysteries) by Jennifer L. Hart Misdemeanors & Mistletoe (Jamie Winters Mysteries) by Kelly Rey Christmas, Spies & Dead Guys (Gianna Mancini Mysteries)
by Jennifer Fischetto
Love Inspired November 2015 - Box Set 1 of 2 May 02 2020 Love Inspired brings you three new titles at a great value, available now! Enjoy these uplifting contemporary romances of
faith, forgiveness and hope. DOCTOR FOR THE NANNY Lone Star Cowboy League by Leigh Bale When Eva Brooks finds a baby on Stillwater Ranch's doorstep, she'll have to go from
kitchen cook to temporary nanny. Working with Dr. Tyler Grainger to take care of the infant could bring her closer to her happily-ever after. THE CHRISTMAS FAMILY The Buchanons by
Linda Goodnight Contractor Brady Buchanon loves Christmas̶especially the home makeover his construction company awards each year. When single mom Abby Webster becomes the
next recipient, can they see past their differences and build a love to last a lifetime? HER CHRISTMAS HERO Home to Dover by Lorraine Beatty Single mom Gemma Butler is intent on
revamping Dover's Christmas celebrations̶despite Linc Montgomery's protests. But just as a storm threatens the town, they'll join forces to save the holiday̶and to find a future
together.
Paradise Dec 09 2020 The sensational novel from Katie Price featuring glamour, gossip and celebrity lifestyles. When glamorous model Angel was forced to make a life-changing decision
and choose between a Ethan, the laid-back Californian baseball player, and giving her marriage to football star Cal another go, many were stunned when she picked Ethan. But life in LA is
good: Ethan adores her and Honey and their life could not be more glamorous.
Killer Among the Vines Feb 20 2022 From New York Times bestselling author Gemma Halliday comes a killer new culinary mystery novel in the USA Today bestselling Wine & Dine
Mysteries! Emmy Oak's family run winery has been in the headlines one too many times and for all the wrong reasons. Which is why she's decided to hire a night security guard, Bill
Buckley, to keep an eye on the place. Only when Buckley calls her in a panic about a tripped alarm, Emmy fears trouble at Oak Valley Vineyards again. A fear that is realized in the worst
way when Emmy rushes home to find her security guard dead among the blooming grape vines. Was it poachers? Trespassers? An interrupted would-be burglar? Or was the attack less
random and much more personal... Emmy's sorta-maybe boyfriend Detective Christopher Grant worries the killer might have been after her. But as Emmy learns more about her late
employee, she realizes Buckley had far more enemies than she. Before becoming a security guard, Buckley was a police officer...who was caught taking bribes to look the other way. A
scandal that illuminates a whole host of suspects, including an angry ex-wife, a former partner with a grudge, and a convicted madame turned cookie purveyor with revenge on the mind.
Not to mention the surly teenage son of Buckley's live-in girlfriend, who would do anything to get rid of his almost-stepdad. But when Emmy finds out Detective Grant also has his own
connection to the dead man, she suddenly wonders what else Grant may be hiding about his past. Can Emmy ferret out the killer among the vines... before they come looking for another
victim? **Simple and delicious recipes and affordable wine pairings included!** "Ms. Halliday is the undisputed queen of the genre." ˜ Fresh Fiction "I rank 'A Sip Before Dying' as one of
my favorite fun reads. I say to Gemma Halliday, well done!" ˜ The Book Breeze "The Wine & Dine Mystery series is a definite to read and keep an eye out for more to follow." ˜ Cozy Mystery
Book Review Wine & Dine Mysteries: A Sip Before Dying ‒ book #1 Chocolate Covered Death ‒ book #2 Victim in the Vineyard ‒ book #3 Marriage, Merlot & Murder ‒ book #4 Death in
Wine Country ‒ book #5 Fashion, Rosé & Foul Play ‒ book #6 Killer Among the Vines ‒ book #7 Rating: This story does not contain any graphic violence, language, or sexual encounters.
Its rating would be similar to PG-13 or what you would find on a Hallmark Channel movie or TV series.
Ivy Lane: Part 1 Mar 12 2021 Friendship blossoms at Ivy Lane... Tilly Parker needs a fresh start, fresh air and a fresh attitude if she is ever to leave the past behind and move on with her
life. As she settles in to a new town seeking peace and solitude, taking on her own plot at Ivy Lane allotments seems like the perfect solution. But the vibrant, friendly Ivy Lane community
has other ideas and endeavour to entice Tilly into seedling swaps and Easter egg hunts. Can Tilly let new friends into her life, or will she stay a wallflower for good? Ivy Lane is a serialized
novel told in four parts ‒ taking you through a year in the life of Tilly Parker ‒ beginning with Spring. Each part of Ivy Lane is approx. 10 chapters. Praise for Cathy Bramley: 'A witty,
laugh-out-loud romantic comedy with a protagonist you'll love and I highly recommend it!' Miranda Dickinson 'The Ivy Lane series is such a clever little idea... It took me an hour or so to
read and it was delightful! I very much look forward to the three other Ivy Lane novellas. I loved Tilly and I can t wait to read more from her!' Chick Lit Reviews & News 'Full of LOL
moments with tenderness that can leave your eyes filled with tears' Room for Reading 'Cute, charming and very, very funny... similar in feel to the books by Lindsey Kelk and Abby
Clements' Page to Stage Reviews
Hollywood Scandals Jul 28 2022 From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling author Gemma Halliday... Tina Bender is the gossip columnist at the infamous L.A. Informer tabloid. She
knows everything about everyone who's anyone. And she's not afraid to print it. That is, until she receives a threatening note, promising, "If you don't stop writing about me, you're
dead." Now her managing editor, Felix Dunn (from the High Heels Mysteries), has her teaming with a built bodyguard, a bubbly blonde, and an alcoholic obituary writer to uncover just
which juicy piece of Hollywood gossip is worth killing over. **RITA AWARD NOMINEE** The Hollywood Headlines books: Hollywood Scandals - book #1 Hollywood Secrets - book #2
Hollywood Confessions - book #3 Hollywood Holiday - holiday short story Hollywood Deception - book #4 Hollywood Homicide - book #5 REVIEWS: "This first book in Halliday's new
Hollywood Headlines series is a fun story with intriguing characters and a good mystery. The action is fast paced, the hero is delightful and the heroine is spunky and independent but
smart enough to know when she needs help." - Romantic Times (HOLLYWOOD SCANDALS) is fresh, funny, and has just enough heart to balance the snark. - All About Romance
"Gemma Halliday's witty, entertaining writing style shines through in her new book! I look forward to seeing lots more of Tina as this series continues. A fun read!" - Fresh Fiction
Harlequin Medical Romance October 2015 - Box Set 1 of 2 Jan 10 2021 Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you three new titles at a great value, available now! Enjoy these stories
packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin® Medical Romance box set includes: THE BABY OF THEIR DREAMS by Carol Marinelli Resisting Dr.
Dominic Edwards s scorching touch isn t easy…Cat returns home sun-kissed and accidentally pregnant! HOT-SHOT DOC, SECRET DAD Cowboys, Doctors…Daddies by Lynne Marshall
Trevor Montgomery has never forgotten his one night with nurse Julie…but he s shocked to discover he s a father! HIS LITTLE CHRISTMAS MIRACLE by Emily Forbes Reunited with her
childhood sweetheart, Lucas White, Jess has another Christmas miracle in store̶their adorable little daughter, Lily! Look for six new captivating love stories every month from
Harlequin® Medical Romance!
Head Over Heels About Gymnastics! Nov 27 2019 The book begins with example warms-ups and stretches, moving on to cover posture and all basic gymnastics shapes, which are
instrumental in performing more complex skills. These skills are then covered in the next sections; Jumps, Skills, Rolls and Leaps. Bringing all of these skills together, the book then
demonstrates how combined, these skills can be used to create routines. In this new edition there are judging sheets enabling the gymnast to track and record their progress a great
addition to an already excellent book.
Spying in High Heels Oct 31 2022 L.A. shoe designer, Maddie Springer, lives her life by three rules: Fashion. Fashion. Fashion. But when she stumbles upon the work of a brutal killer, her
life takes an unexpected turn from Manolos to murder. And things only get worse when her boyfriend disappears - along with $20 million in embezzled funds - and her every move is
suddenly under scrutiny by the LAPD's sexiest cop. With the help of her post-menopausal bridezilla of a mother, a 300 pound psychic and one seriously oversexed best friend, Maddie
finds herself stepping out of her stilettos and onto the trail of a murderer. But can she catch a killer before the killer catches up to her.
Hushabye Jun 22 2019 A missing baby. A murdered girl. A case where everyone has something to hide... On the first day of her new job in the West Country, Detective Sergeant Kate
Redman finds herself investigating the kidnapping of Charlie Fullman, the newborn son of a wealthy entrepreneur and his trophy wife. It seems a straightforward case... but as Kate and
her fellow officer Mark Olbeck delve deeper, they uncover murky secrets and multiple motives for the crime. Kate finds the case bringing up painful memories of her own past secrets. As

she confronts the truth about herself, her increasing emotional instability threatens both her hard-won career success and the possibility that they will ever find Charlie Fullman alive...
Hushabye (A Kate Redman Mystery: Book 1) is from writer Celina Grace, author of Lost Girls and The House on Fever Street. free ebook, free crime mystery, free police procedural, free
cosy mystery, freebie, free
Head Over Heels About-- Gymnastics! Nov 07 2020
Sleuth on Skates Jul 24 2019 Armed with a pair of purple rollerskates and a brain with as many connections as there are stars in the universe, eleven-year-old Sesame Seade is more than
qualified to be Cambridge's number one self-made supersleuth. All she needs now is a mission. So when a student ballerina and aspiring journalist vanishes into thin air, some serious
sleuthing begins. Very much against her parents' wishes, but with help from her friends Toby and Gemma and a conspiratorial duck, Sesame slips into the wings and solves the mystery of
the missing dancer. Illustrated throughout with hilarious artwork by Sarah Horne, this series features a smart and sassy heroine with a unique take on life. Also in the series: GARGOYLES
GONE AWOL and SCAM ON THE CAM.
Dark Lake Oct 26 2019 Sie war so schön. Jetzt ist sie tot. In einem Badesee bei einer australischen Kleinstadt wird die Leiche einer wunderschönen Frau gefunden. Der Tatort ist mit
Rosenblättern geschmückt. Für Detective Gemma Woodstock und ihren Partner Felix McKinnon ein komplexer Fall. Denn die Tote, Rosalind Ryan, war Gemmas Klassenkameradin und
immer von Geheimnissen umgeben. Alle behaupten, Rosalind geliebt und bewundert zu haben: der Direktor der Schule, an der sie unterrichtete; die Schüler, denen sie den Kopf
verdrehte; ihr wohlhabender Vater und ihre drei Brüder. Stück für Stück entfaltet Sarah Bailey in ihrem packenden Thriller die Abgründe ihrer Figuren, jede auf ihre Weise gefangen in
einem Netz aus Lügen und verdrängter Schuld.
The Unexpected and the Captivating Dec 29 2019 The Unexpected Lydia is a kind hearted person that is always doing things for others. When her boyfriend moves to Spain she is
heartbroken. When friends ask her to be there surrogate mother she accepts. Th e responsibilities and the risks are overwhelming. When unexpected things start to happen no one knows
what to expect. Will Lydia live through this pregnancy and if she dose will she lose everything and be all alone. The Captivating Gemma is just starting out in High school and trying to
move on from her horrible past. High school is hard enough but Gemma has secret abilities she doesn t know how to control and things go very wrong. Gemma is lost and confused and
can t tell anybody. But when Emerald comes back into her life she has hope again but can her heart handle all the secrets is there love strong enough to last?
Dangerous Bond Jul 16 2021 From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Gemma Halliday... Her name is Bond. Jamie Bond. And danger follows her everywhere… As a
private investigator, Jamie Bond thought she had seen every sort of cheating-spouse case imaginable. That is until she's hired by a wife who's afraid her husband is cheating…on his diet.
Rodger Claremont lost mega-pounds eating sandwiches from the Hoagies chain and subsequently became their celebrity spokesman. A position his wife fears he'll quickly lose if the
pounds come back on. But what starts as a simple case of following a potentially unfaithful (to his diet) husband, turns deadly when Jamie finds Rodger murdered in his own home. Was
the wife afraid of losing her sandwich fortune? Was it a competing fast-food chain out for revenge? Or did Rodger's friendship with a shady rapper named Heavy Cash have anything to
do with it? Jamie vows to get to the bottom of it, even if it means stepping on the toes of the investigating assistant district attorney, Aiden Prince̶a man Jamie could easily find herself
falling for despite her budding attraction to her best friend, photographer Danny Flynn. Caught between two men, Jamie finds herself road-tripping to Vegas, babysitting a pair of Senior
Sleuths, searching for a missing ex-boyfriend, and tracking down a cold-blooded killer…who threatens to strike again! The Jamie Bond Mysteries: Unbreakable Bond (book #1) Secret
Bond (book #2) Lethal Bond (book #3) Dangerous Bond (book #4) Fatal Bond (book #5) Deadly Bond (book #6) Here's what critics are saying about Gemma Halliday's books: "A saucy
combination of romance and suspense that is simply irresistible." ̶Chicago Tribune "Stylish... nonstop action...guaranteed to keep chick lit and mystery fans happy!" ̶Publishers'
Weekly, starred review "Smart, funny and snappy… the perfect beach read!" ̶Fresh Fiction
Death in Wine Country Aug 17 2021 From #1 Amazon & New York Times bestselling author Gemma Halliday comes murder, mirth, and mouth-watering delicacies in the next novel in the
USA Today bestselling Wine & Dine Mysteries! While Emmy Oak started her culinary career as a personal chef to the stars, she's perfectly content to now be back home at her family's Oak
Valley Vineyards, running the small but plucky winery. However, when one of her past clients̶soap opera star Carrie Cross̶purchases a vacation home in Wine Country, Emmy is happy
to cater her housewarming party. Only, what starts as a Hollywood- worthy affair ends in tragedy, as one of Carrie's costar guests is killed, and everyone is a suspect. Detective Christopher
Grant immediately sets his sights on Carrie's husband, and this time Emmy isn't so sure the tall, dark, and too-handsome-for-her-own-good detective is wrong. She has her own
suspicions about the former child actor and his wife's costar. But when a blackmail scheme, a wealthy estranged family, and a shifty cowboy from the wrong side of the tracks enter the
scene, Emmy realizes Carrie's husband isn't the only person with reason to want the victim dead. As the danger mounts, the suspects multiply, and things heat up between Emmy and
Grant, the killer homes in on a new target...and this is one party Emmy may not be leaving alive! **Simple and delicious recipes and affordable wine pairings included!** "Ms. Halliday is
the undisputed queen of the genre." ˜ Fresh Fiction "I rank 'A Sip Before Dying' as one of my favorite fun reads. I say to Gemma Halliday, well done!" ˜ The Book Breeze "The Wine & Dine
Mystery series is a definite to read and keep an eye out for more to follow." ˜ Cozy Mystery Book Review Wine & Dine Mysteries: A Sip Before Dying ‒ book #1 Chocolate Covered Death ‒
book #2 Victim in the Vineyard ‒ book #3 Marriage, Merlot & Murder ‒ book #4 Death in Wine Country ‒ book #5 Fashion, Rosé & Foul Play ‒ book #6 Rating: This story does not
contain any graphic violence, language, or sexual encounters. Its rating would be similar to PG-13 or what you would find on a Hallmark Channel movie or TV series.
Pia Sep 05 2020 Jobless. Clueless. Topless on Facebook. Welcome to New York City. Pia Keller is not living the dream. Unemployed, unemployable and broke, post-Uni life in a Brooklyn
townhouse with her four best friends suddenly isn't so easy. And that's before heartbreaks, hipsters, all-nighters, one-nighters, food trucks, screw-ups, loan sharks and jail-time make
things a whole lot more complicated... Who knew adulthood would be so damn grown-up? Fans of Tammara Webber, Colleen Hoover and Abbi Glines are about to find their new
favourite author... Not suitable for readers under 15.
Marriage, Merlot & Murder May 26 2022 From New York Times bestselling author Gemma Halliday comes the next deliciously deadly mystery in wine country in the USA Today
bestselling Wine & Dine mysteries! Emmy Oak is hosting her first wedding at her family's Oak Valley Vineyards, and she's worked hard to make sure it goes smoothly. And why wouldn't it?
The blushing bride is beautiful, the groom is charming, and the parents-of-the-bride are paying Emmy a tidy fee that may just put her struggling winery in the black next month. Only all
her best laid plans fizzle faster than flat champagne when the groom goes missing just moments before the ceremony…and Emmy finds him bludgeoned to death on her terrace!
Suddenly Emmy's dream wedding turns into a crime scene, and when the entirely-too-enticing Detective Christopher Grant sets his sights on the wrong suspect, Emmy knows it's up to
her to find out who committed the matrimonial murder. Was it the overprotective father-of-the-bride who seems to be harboring secrets of his own? The jealous ex-boyfriend with a
violent streak? The victim's calloused and cunning cousin? Or was the groom charming women other than his fiancée…and his philandering ways finally caught up to him? Emmy isn't
sure, but the deeper she digs, the more she realizes the victim wasn't exactly innocent…and his killer may threaten to strike again! **Simple and delicious recipes included!** "Ms.
Halliday is the undisputed queen of the genre: she knows how to blend fashion, suspense, laughter, and romance in all the right doses." ˜ Fresh Fiction " I rank 'A Sip Before Dying' as one
of my favorite fun reads. I say to Gemma Halliday, well done!" ˜ The Book Breeze "The Wine & Dine Mystery series is a definite to read and keep an eye out for more to follow." ˜ Cozy
Mystery Book Review Wine & Dine Mysteries: A Sip Before Dying ‒ book #1 Chocolate Covered Death ‒ book #2 Victim in the Vineyard ‒ book #3 Marriage, Merlot & Murder ‒ book #4
Death in Wine Country ‒ book #5 Fashion, Rosé & Foul Play ‒ book #6 Rating: This story does not contain any graphic violence, language, or sexual encounters. Its rating would be
similar to PG-13 or what you would find on a Hallmark Channel movie or TV series.
Beauty With a Cause Aug 24 2019 "Beauty with a Cause narrates the epic saga of one individual's courage to use the power of Beauty to transform the world from fear to love, proving
that beauty is more than skin-deep!"-Alan Sim, President of www.MisterSingapore.org A Message of Hope: Rosario is an Ugly Duckling who overcomes the obstacles in her life to rise to
the pinnacle of success. It is a story of her life in finding answers to life's question in a Universal Truth of Love and to turn tragedy into triumph of finding Beauty of God hidden from
within. Born to a child mother in Manila and molested by her stepfather in America, Rosario learns from her friend, Matthew, to tap the well of Love within herself. As a "Beauty With A
Cause," she uses her influence as an international beauty queen, Miss Earth, to help unfortunate children around the world, sharing with them the message of Universal Love that has
helped her reach for the stars!
The Girl Next Door Sep 25 2019 Returning to her New Jersey hometown when her father is paroled from his imprisonment for murdering her mother, struggling actress Nina Avery,
believing in her father's innocence, finds her life threatened and digs into her neighbors' pasts in order to stop the real killer. 35,000 first printing.
Lethal Bond Dec 21 2021 From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling author Gemma Halliday... Her name is Bond. Jamie Bond. And her luck may have just run out. P.I. Jamie Bond
knows there's corruption in the Los Angeles County D.A.'s office. What she doesn't know is how far it runs and if her on-again, off-again love interest, A.D.A. Aiden Prince, is involved. Is he
aware of the danger lurking in his halls of justice? Is he dating his exotic beauty of a co-chair? And why are drug dealers making middle of the night calls to the D.A.? Jamie is determined
to find out. But between one case of an "open marriage" wife who fears her husband is secretly monogamous, an Elvis obsessed musician crushing on her employee, and an over-sexed
baby-boomer father, Jamie has her hands full. Not to mention one hot photographer, Danny Flynn, who seems determined to take their relationship from "best friend" to "best night of
her life." The boundaries between personal and professional blur in a dangerous game of cat-and-mouse, where no one can be trusted...and not everyone will make it out alive. The Jamie
Bond Mysteries: Unbreakable Bond (book #1) Secret Bond (book #2) Lethal Bond (book #3) Dangerous Bond (book #4) Fatal Bond (book #5) Deadly Bond (book #6) Here's what critics are
saying about Gemma Halliday's books: "A saucy combination of romance and suspense that is simply irresistible." - Chicago Tribune "Stylish... nonstop action...guaranteed to keep chick lit
and mystery fans happy!" - Publishers' Weekly, starred review "Smart, funny and snappy… the perfect beach read!" - Fresh Fiction
Alibi in High Heels Jun 26 2022 Als der europäische Designer Jean Luc LeCroix Maddie zur Pariser Modewoche einlädt, kann sie ihr Glück kaum fassen. Doch dann wird eines von Jean
Lucs Topmodels ermordet aufgefunden - erstochen mit einem Stilettoabsatz. Maddie glaubt, dass ihr jemand buchstäblich einen Mord in die Schuhe schieben will, und bittet den
attraktiven Detective Jack Ramirez um Hilfe.
Fashion, Rosé & Foul Play Sep 17 2021 From New York Times bestselling author Gemma Halliday comes a new fashionably fatal culinary mystery novel in the USA Today bestselling Wine
& Dine Mysteries! Emmy Oak has always been a fan of her best friend Ava's handmade silver jewelry. So when Ava gets a chance to showcase her pieces at a charity fashion show for Wine
Country's elite, both women are thrilled. That is, until the model wearing Ava's custom emerald necklace is murdered after her runway walk and the gem is stolen! The theft of the
expensive jewel means Ava could lose everything, including her shop, Silver Girl... unless Emmy can help her track down a killer and find the missing emerald! While the enticing
Detective Grant might be looking at the death as a burglary-gone-wrong, Emmy isn't so sure that's the case. The model's name was Gia Monroe, and Emmy quickly learns that she made
her fair share of enemies in life. From the flamboyant designer overheard threatening her just before the fashion show, to her agent with a shady secret and a precarious hold on his
talent, to an eccentric rival designer with a grudge, no one seems to be grieving Gia's death. And when Emmy discovers Gia may have had a mysterious stalker, she realizes any one of
them could have murdered the model. Between running her small winery and navigating the catty world of high fashion, Emmy tries to stay one step ahead of the danger...before the
killer strikes again! **Simple and delicious recipes and affordable wine pairings included!** "Ms. Halliday is the undisputed queen of the genre." ˜ Fresh Fiction "I rank 'A Sip Before Dying'
as one of my favorite fun reads. I say to Gemma Halliday, well done!" ˜ The Book Breeze "The Wine & Dine Mystery series is a definite to read and keep an eye out for more to follow." ˜
Cozy Mystery Book Review Wine & Dine Mysteries: A Sip Before Dying ‒ book #1 Chocolate Covered Death ‒ book #2 Victim in the Vineyard ‒ book #3 Marriage, Merlot & Murder ‒
book #4 Death in Wine Country ‒ book #5 Fashion, Rosé & Foul Play ‒ book #6 Witness at the Winery ‒ book #7 Rating: This story does not contain any graphic violence, language, or
sexual encounters. Its rating would be similar to PG-13 or what you would find on a Hallmark Channel movie or TV series.

Harlequin Special Edition October 2017 Box Set 1 of 2 Feb 08 2021 Harlequin® Special Edition brings you three new titles for one great price, available now! These are heartwarming,
romantic stories about life, love and family. This Special Edition box set includes: GARRET BRAVO S RUNAWAY BRIDE The Bravos of Justice Creek by Christine Rimmer When Cami
Lockwood, wedding gown and all, stumbles onto his campfire after escaping a wedding she never wanted, Garrett Bravo is determined to send the offbeat heiress on her way as soon as
he possibly can. But when she decides to stay, he starts to realize his bachelor status is in danger̶and he doesn t even mind. THE MAVERICK S RETURN Montana Mavericks: The Great
Family Roundup by Marie Ferrarella Daniel Stockton fled Rust Creek after the death of his parents ten years ago. Now he s back and trying to mend fences with his siblings̶and Anne
Lattimore. But he s about to realize he left more than his high school sweetheart behind all those years ago… DO YOU TAKE THIS BABY? The Men of Thunder Ridge by Wendy Warren
When Ethan Ladd becomes guardian to his nephew, he s determined to be the best father he can. There s only one catch: to ensure Cody doesn t end up in foster care, Ethan needs a
wife. Luckily, local college professor Gemma Gould is head over heels for baby Cody and is willing to take on a marriage of convenience!
London Steampunk: The Blue Blood Conspiracy Boxset 1-3 Mar 31 2020 Standing between London and a deadly plot against the throne, are the dangerous spies and femme fatales that
form the Company of Rogues... that's if they don't kill each other first. MISSION: IMPROPER Entire families have gone missing in the East End. When Caleb Byrnes receives an invitation to
join the Company of Rogues as an undercover agent pledged to protect the crown, he jumps at the chance to find out who, or what is behind the disappearances. Hunting criminals is
what the darkly driven blue blood does best, and though he prefers to work alone, the opportunity is too good to resist. The problem? He's partnered with Ingrid Miller, the fiery and
passionate verwulfen woman who won a private bet against him a year ago. Byrnes has a score to settle, but one stolen kiss and suddenly the killer is not the only thing Byrnes is
interested in hunting. THE MECH WHO LOVED ME Blue bloods are dying from a mysterious disease, which should be impossible. Ava suspects there's more to the case than meets the eye.
There s just one catch̶she s ordered to partner with the sexy mech, Kincaid, who's a constant thorn in her side. Kincaid thinks the only good blue blood is a dead one. He's also the
very last man she would ever give her heart to… which makes him the perfect candidate for an affair. The only rule? It ends when the case does. But when an attempt on her life proves
Ava might be onto something, the only one who can protect her is Kincaid. Suddenly the greatest risk is not to their hearts, but whether they can survive a diabolical plot that threatens
to destroy every blue blood in London̶including Ava. YOU ONLY LOVE TWICE First rule of espionage: don't ever fall in love with your target. Five years ago, Gemma Townsend learned
the hard way what happens when you break this rule. Love is a weakness she can never afford again. When offered a chance at redemption, the seductive spy is determined to complete
her assigned task: to track down a dangerous assassin known as the Chameleon. But as her investigation leads Gemma into a trap, she's rescued by a shadowy figure she thought was
dead̶Obsidian, the double agent who once stole her heart. Can Gemma ever trust her heart again? Or is history doomed to repeat itself? Because it soon becomes clear the Chameleon
might be closer than they realize... and this time Gemma is in the line of fire. James Bond meets Dracula... Join USA Today bestselling author, Bec McMaster, on a thrilling ride through a
steam-fuelled London in this three-book boxset. Download this sexy paranormal romance trio filled with explosive secrets, diabolical devices and breathtaking romance today! The
Blue Blood Conspiracy London Steampunk series: ̶Gaslamp Fantasy Romance ̶Historical Romance ̶Steampunk Romance ̶Fantasy Romance ̶Paranormal Romance ̶Vampire
Romance ̶shifter romance
Hollywood Deception Apr 24 2022 From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Gemma Halliday comes a dead tell-all host, a teen hacker-turned-sidekick, and a female
tabloid reporter determined to catch a killer! Tabloid reporter Allie Quick thinks she has the hottest story in Hollywood when she lands an exclusive with the scandalous Bobby
Baxter̶host of the exposé TV show Bobby Tells All. But when Bobby turns up dead just hours before her interview, Allie wonders just whom he was planning to tell all about.
Between an angry fan, a crew full of disgruntled employees, an estranged wife, and a list of secrets about to be exposed there s no shortage of people who wouldn t mind seeing
Bobby cancelled permanently. And Allie isn t the only one digging̶her rival is hot on her tail, and her editor-in-chief and maybe-boyfriend, Felix Dunn, isn t playing favorites when it
comes to headlines. With the help of her eclectic co-workers at the L.A. Informer and a teenaged hacker with a major crush, Allie vows to get to the truth about Bobby s death…before
the killer gets to her. The Hollywood Headlines books: Hollywood Scandals - book #1 Hollywood Secrets - book #2 Hollywood Confessions - book #3 Hollywood Holiday - holiday short
story Hollywood Deception - book #4 Hollywood Homicide - book #5 What critics are saying: "Halliday's Hollywood Headlines series is a fun story with intriguing characters and a good
mystery. The action is fast paced, the hero is delightful and the heroine is spunky and independent but smart enough to know when she needs help." ̶RT Book Reviews "Fresh, funny,
and has just enough heart to balance the snark." ̶All About Romance "Gemma Halliday's witty, entertaining writing style shines through in her new book! I look forward to seeing lots
more of Tina as this series continues. A fun read!" ̶Fresh Fiction "Well written with smart and funny dialogue. It is a well-paced story that is thoroughly enjoyable with a mystery, a little
romance, and a lot of laughs. Readers are sure to enjoy this delightful tale which is highly recommended." ̶Romance Reviews Today
Hollywood Homicide Mar 24 2022 From #1 Kindle and New York Times bestselling author Gemma Halliday & USA Today bestselling author Anne Marie Stoddard... Cameron Dakota,
photographer and paparazzi for the L.A. Informer tabloid, thinks her relationship with movie star Trace Brody is her very own Hollywood happily-ever-after. That is until Trace proposes
that the couple go on the reality TV show, Celebrity Relationship Rehab. While Trace assures her that it's just for publicity, and all the arguments are faked, Cam has her reservations.
Reservations that prove to be well-founded when the host of the reality show winds up dead, and Cam suddenly finds herself in the middle of a real-life crime drama! Cam knows the
police are on the wrong trail, and when the producers make the decision to keep filming despite the murder, it's up to her to ferret out the killer in their midst. Between a rap star with a
reputation for violence, an aging soap opera star with a hidden past, a Kardashian-wanna-be, and the show's co-host and not-so-grieving widow, there are no shortage of people who
would want the victim dead. Trapped in a house full of over-the-top suspects, forced into doing ridiculously hilarious relationship-saving drills, and with her every move watched by
dozens of hidden cameras, Cam works to catch the story of her career and a cold blooded killer...before she finds herself canceled permanently! Hollywood Headlines Mysteries:
Hollywood Scandals ‒ book #1 Hollywood Secrets ‒ book #2 Hollywood Confessions ‒ book #3 Hollywood Holiday ‒ holiday short story Hollywood Deception ‒ book #4 Hollywood
Homicide ‒ book #5 What critics are saying: "Halliday's Hollywood Headlines series is a fun story with intriguing characters and a good mystery. The action is fast paced, the hero is
delightful and the heroine is spunky and independent but smart enough to know when she needs help." ̶RT Book Reviews "Fresh, funny, and has just enough heart to balance the
snark." ̶All About Romance "Gemma Halliday's witty, entertaining writing style shines through in her new book! I look forward to seeing lots more of Tina as this series continues. A fun
read!" ̶Fresh Fiction "Well written with smart and funny dialogue. It is a well-paced story that is thoroughly enjoyable with a mystery, a little romance, and a lot of laughs. Readers are
sure to enjoy this delightful tale which is highly recommended." ̶Romance Reviews Today
Unbreakable Bond Sep 29 2022 From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling author, Gemma Halliday, comes a brand new series... Her name is Bond. Jamie Bond. And her life is
about to be shaken and stirred in a cocktail of sex, lies, scandal, and one very dead body. Jamie Bond is a former cover model who switches gears to take over the family business: The
Bond Agency, a high-powered P.I. firm located in Los Angeles that specializes in domestic espionage̶catching cheating husbands. Jamie's assembled a team of other disenchanted
former models to help her take names and kick derrieres among L.A.'s wealthiest philandering husbands. Her current client: Mrs. Veronica Waterston, the young, distraught wife of
superior court judge, Thomas Waterston, known for his tough sentencing, right-wing leanings, and his fondness for blondes with double D's. Easy target. But Jamie's simple case takes an
unexpected turn for the worse when the not-so-good judge winds up on the ten o'clock news with a bullet through his head. It's clear that someone has set Jamie up, and suddenly she's
on the run, under fire, and in serious jeopardy of losing it all. With a hot A.D.A. on her trail, a killer on the loose, and her life on the line, Jamie must prove once and for all that nobody
messes with a Bond. The Jamie Bond Mysteries: Unbreakable Bond (book #1) Secret Bond (book #2) Lethal Bond (book #3) Bond Bombshell (short story) Dangerous Bond (book #4) Bond
Ambition (short story) Fatal Bond (book #5) Here's what critics are saying about Gemma Halliday's books: "A saucy combination of romance and suspense that is simply irresistible." Chicago Tribune "Stylish... nonstop action...guaranteed to keep chick lit and mystery fans happy!" - Publishers' Weekly, starred review "Smart, funny and snappy… the perfect beach
read!" - Fresh Fiction
Love in Los Angeles Box Set Books 1-3 Aug 05 2020 Introvert. Ingenue. Accidental celebrity. Hollywood's newest star, 21-year-old J. Alex Cook never wanted to be famous, he just wanted
to get out of Indiana. But when he hooks up with Paul, a writer on a hit TV show, Alex is thrown into a web of relationships involving friends, lovers, and everything in between. This
anthology contains the first three books in the Love in Los Angeles series: Starling, Doves, and Phoenix. Please be aware, this is high-heat, high-angst romance that includes characters
with a past history of self-harm.
The Kate Redman Mysteries, Volume 1 May 14 2021 This is the boxed set of the first three books in the Kate Redman Mystery series by bestselling crime writer Celina Grace. Meet
Detective Sergeant Kate Redman... HUSHABYE (A KATE REDMAN MYSTERY: BOOK 1) A missing baby. A murdered girl. A case where everyone has something to hide... On the first day of
her new job in the West Country, Detective Sergeant Kate Redman finds herself investigating the kidnapping of Charlie Fullman, the newborn son of a wealthy entrepreneur and his
trophy wife. It seems a straightforward case... but as Kate and her fellow officer Mark Olbeck delve deeper, they uncover murky secrets and multiple motives for the crime. Kate finds the
case bringing up painful memories of her own past secrets. As she confronts the truth about herself, her increasing emotional instability threatens both her hard-won career success and
the possibility that they will ever find Charlie Fullman alive... REQUIEM (A KATE REDMAN MYSTERY: BOOK 2) When the body of troubled teenager Elodie Duncan is pulled from the river in
Abbeyford, the case is at first assumed to be a straightforward suicide. Detective Sergeant Kate Redman is shocked to discover that she d met the victim the night before her death,
introduced by Kate s younger brother Jay. As the case develops, it becomes clear that Elodie was murdered. A talented young musician, Elodie had been keeping some strange
company and was hiding her own dark secrets. As the list of suspects begin to grow, so do the questions. What is the significance of the painting Elodie modelled for? Who is the man
who was seen with her on the night of her death? Is there any connection with another student s death at the exclusive musical college that Elodie attended? As Kate and her partner
Detective Sergeant Mark Olbeck attempt to unravel the mystery, the dark undercurrents of the case threaten those whom Kate holds most dear… IMAGO (A KATE REDMAN MYSTERY:
BOOK 3) They don t fear me, quite the opposite. It makes it twice as fun… I know the next time will be soon, I ve learnt to recognise the signs. I think I even know who it will be.
She s oblivious of course, just as she should be. All the time, I watch and wait and she has no idea, none at all. And why would she? I m disguised as myself, the very best disguise there
is. A known prostitute is found stabbed to death in a shabby corner of Abbeyford. Detective Sergeant Kate Redman and her partner Detective Sergeant Olbeck take on the case,
expecting to have it wrapped up in a matter of days. Kate finds herself distracted by her growing attraction to her boss, Detective Chief Inspector Anderton ‒ until another woman s
body is found, with the same knife wounds. And then another one after that, in a matter of days. Forced to confront the horrifying realisation that a serial killer may be preying on the
vulnerable women of Abbeyford, Kate, Olbeck and the team find themselves in a race against time to unmask a terrifying murderer, who just might be hiding in plain sight… This is the
boxed set of the first three books in the Kate Redman Mysteries series, by bestselling crime writer Celina Grace.
A Sip Before Dying Aug 29 2022 From #1 Amazon, New York Times & USA Today bestselling author Gemma Halliday comes a brand new series full of mystery, laughter, and murder in
wine country...The Oak Valley Vineyard has been in Emmy Oak's family for generations. So when the small Sonoma winery is suddenly in financial trouble and in danger of being gobbled
up by the corporate giants, Emmy moves home to try to save her legacy with her modern culinary know-how. First step-she throws a party showcasing her latest vintage and signature
tasty treats to a group of wine country's most elite enthusiasts. Only when one of her VIP guests sips a glass of poisoned wine and dies in her cellar, Emmy's name is on everyone lips for
all the wrong reasons.The victim was the young, boy-toy husband of one of Silicon Valley's most successful female CEOs... and his playboy ways and suspicious spending habits have
almost no one mourning his death. Enter Detective Christopher Grant, recent SFPD transplant, who is assigned to the case and immediately hones in on Oak Valley. But Emmy is
determined to clear her winery's name-even if Grant's dark eyes, sexy smile, and mysterious past threaten to distract her. After calling in the big guns to help her-a.k.a. her jewelry
designer best friend and copious amounts of cookie dough ice cream-Emmy finds herself digging through a slew of suspects to uncover crimes, grudges, and secret affairs that could put

a soap opera to shame. Can Emmy find out just which of the upper crust poisoned the victim's vintage...or will Emmy's next sip be her last? **Simple and delicious recipes included!**
Fatal Bond Jul 04 2020 From #1 Amazon & New York Times bestselling author Gemma Halliday and USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Fischetto comes a kidnapping gone wrong, an
heiress undercover, and a Bond Girl torn between two men... Her name is Bond. Jamie Bond. And this time, the stakes are personal... Private investigator, Jamie Bond is used to
danger̶it's the name of her game. But when one of her past informants, an exotic dancer named Apple, goes missing, Jamie drops everything to find her. At first, Jamie suspects this
may be a case of a weekend fling after a wild party at a Hollywood mogul's home. But it turns into something much more sinister when the movie mogul's daughter also appears to be
kidnapped and a five million dollar ransom demand is made! Are the two missing women related? Which one of the movie mogul's angry associates is behind it? And can Jamie find
Apple...before it's too late? With the clock ticking, Jamie rallies her crew of Bond Girls to sort through a slew of suspects including a cagey caterer, a film producer with an axe to grind, and
the movie mogul's former best friend turned worst enemy. To complicate matters, at the kidnapper's demand of "no law enforcement or she dies," Jamie can't breathe a word of her
investigation to her on-again off-again love interest, ADA. Aiden Prince̶just when things are heating up between them, despite Jamie's complicated feelings for her best friend, Danny
Flynn. Torn between two men, racing against time, and tracking a cold-blooded killer, Jaime has the case of her life on her hands̶complete with more twists and turns than an LA
freeway! The only question is, can she solve it in time...or will it be Apple's life on the line? The Jamie Bond Mysteries: Unbreakable Bond (book #1) Secret Bond (book #2) Lethal Bond
(book #3) Dangerous Bond (book #4) Fatal Bond (book #5) Deadly Bond (book #6) Here's what critics are saying about Gemma Halliday's books: "A saucy combination of romance and
suspense that is simply irresistible." ̶Chicago Tribune "Stylish... nonstop action...guaranteed to keep chick lit and mystery fans happy!" ̶Publishers' Weekly, starred review "Smart,
funny and snappy… the perfect beach read!" ̶Fresh Fiction
Gryphons Book 1 - The Kids Are Alright Jan 22 2022 Dahli Sandiniti is luckier than most teen girls on her home world of Sferkkaa, and she knows it. She has a roof over her head, her best
friend Diza, her older sister Teirra, a room of her own with some posters on the wall, and usually food enough to eat. What Dahli loves most of all is music, especially Sferkkaa's most
famous band, The Mortified Gryphons. She'd love to meet the drummer, but that will never happen. Certainly not by accidentally walking into a bathroom and clobbering him with a
door.
Hollywood Gossip - Mörderische Schlagzeilen Jun 02 2020 Tina Bender schreibt die Klatschkolumne für den L.A. Informer. Sie weiß alles über jeden, der in Hollywood Rang und Namen
hat. Und fürchtet sich auch nicht davor, intime Geheimnisse auszuplaudern. Bis sie eines Tages einen mysteriösen Anruf erhält. Ein Unbekannter droht, die Journalistin umzubringen,
wenn sie weiter über ihn schreibt. Zusammen mit dem attraktiven Bodyguard Cal geht Tina der Morddrohung nach und kommt einer gefährlichen Intrige auf die Spur ...
Hollywood Confessions Jun 14 2021 From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling author Gemma Halliday... Allie Quick has high aspirations - much higher than reporting on the
latest celebrity gossip for the L.A. Informer, Hollywood's most notorious tabloid. But if she's going to join the ranks of the real reporters, she's going to need a headline worthy story under
her belt. Which is just what she gets when the producer of the trashiest reality shows on TV winds up murdered, and Allie convinces her editor, Felix Dunn (from the High Heels Mysteries),
that this story has her name written all over it. Between an aging dance-off judge, a family with sextuplets and triplets, and the star of a little person dating show, Allie has no shortage of
reality stars to question. But when she finds herself falling for her prime suspect, Allie's relationship with her editor is suddenly on the rocks, and her life is in danger. This is one deadline
Allie can't afford to miss! The Hollywood Headlines books: Hollywood Scandals - book #1 Hollywood Secrets - book #2 Hollywood Confessions - book #3 Hollywood Holiday - holiday short
story Hollywood Deception - book #4 Hollywood Homicide - book #5 REVIEWS: "Halliday's new Hollywood Headlines series is… fun… with intriguing characters and a good mystery. The
action is fast paced, the hero is delightful and the heroine is spunky and independent but smart enough to know when she needs help." - Romantic Times "Fresh, funny, and has just
enough heart to balance the snark." - All About Romance "Gemma Halliday's witty, entertaining writing style shines through… I look forward to seeing lots more…as this series continues.
A fun read!" - Fresh Fiction
Harlequin Love Inspired Suspense June 2016 - Box Set 1 of 2 Apr 12 2021 Love Inspired Suspense brings you three new titles! Enjoy these suspenseful romances of danger and faith. SEEK
AND FIND Rookie K-9 Unit Dana Mentink Rookie K-9 officer James Harrison doesn't trust journalists. But when reporter Madison Coles is attacked while researching a story, he and his
bloodhound will do everything in their power to protect her from the person determined to silence her. DECEPTION Mountain Cove Elizabeth Goddard After reuniting with her estranged
sister and new brother-in-law, Jewel Caraway is targeted by an unknown assailant. Can police chief Colin Winters protect her from an attacker she fears is motivated by a secret from her
past? COLD CASE WITNESS Sarah Varland Years after Gemma Phillips overheard an argument and a murder, the victim's body is finally found. Can police officer Matt O'Dell put an end to
the killer's plan of eliminating Gemma before she can ID him?
Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Wealthy Widow Jan 28 2020 From #1 Amazon, New York Times & USA Today bestselling author Gemma Halliday comes a laughter filled mystery
about one fake detective, two determined women, and a house full of secrets… Martha "Marty" Hudson thought her lie about working for a great detective named Sherlock Holmes was
supposed to be a onetime thing. Okay, maybe two times, but when her best friend Irene Adler drags Marty along to meet "Sherlock's" latest client, Marty is pretty sure they're in over their
heads at playing private eye. Cordelia Westerbury is a wealthy widow... one who is certain that one of her no-good family members is trying to bump her off for their inheritance. While
her evidence is less than convincing, she's willing to pay generously to have the ladies of Holmes Investigations attend a cocktail party where all her "suspects" will be assembled. At first
Marty thinks maybe the woman has read a few too many Gothic novels. But when the cocktail party ends in an actual dead body, Marty begins to realize that batty or not, Cordelia is right
about one thing: there is a killer in their midst. Is it the pompous nephew with expensive habits and shallow pockets? His gold-digging wife who may be more scheming than her flighty
persona suggests? The brooding millennial granddaughter who uses her disdain for just about everything as the perfect cover-up? Or the long-lost cousin who conveniently shows up
just as Cordelia's contemplating a change in her will? Marty isn't sure, but the stakes only go higher when a new private detective firm, Moriarty Investigations, sets themselves up as
Sherlock's arch nemesis, trying to poach his clients. Between juggling a family of suspects, the distractingly gorgeous Medical Examiner, Dr. Watson, the annoyingly competent Moriartys,
and an investigative reporter bent on outing Sherlock Holmes as a fake, Marty has her hands more than full. But when the killer sets his sight on Marty and Irene, Sherlock's biggest case
just may end up being their last... The Marty Hudson Mysteries: Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Brash Blonde ‒ book #1 Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Disappearing Diva ‒
book #2 Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Wealthy Widow ‒ book #3 What critics are saying about The Marty Hudson Mysteries: "This is a terrific new series featuring modern
updated Sherlock Holmes characters. I've been looking forward to reading this book as a fan of Sherlock Holmes and I was not disappointed." ˜ A Cozy BookNook "One of the most
anticipated of the fall releases happens to be one of THE BEST of the fall releases! Halliday and Rey have joined forces to create a SUPERLATIVE new cozy mystery series that will leave
readers clamoring for more." ˜ Blogcritics "Marty Hudson checks all my boxes! A very entertaining book!" ˜ Kings River Life Magazine Rating: This story does not contain any graphic
violence, language, or sexual encounters. Its rating would be similar to PG-13 or what you would find on a Hallmark Channel movie or TV series.
Harlequin Love Inspired September 2019 - Box Set 1 of 2 Oct 07 2020 Love Inspired brings you three new titles! Enjoy these uplifting contemporary romances of faith, forgiveness and
hope. SHELTER FROM THE STORM North Country Amish by Patricia Davids Pregnant and unwed, Gemma Lapp s determined to return to her former home in Maine. After she misses her
bus, the only way to get there is riding with her former crush, Jesse Crump. And when he learns her secret, he might just have a proposal that ll solve all her problems… THE BULL
RIDER S SECRET Colorado Grooms by Jill Lynn Mackenzie Wilder isn t happy when her brother hires her ex-boyfriend, Jace Hawke, to help out on their family s guest ranch for the
summer. Jace broke her heart when he left town without an explanation. But can he convince her he deserves a second chance? A MOTHER FOR HIS TWINS by Jill Weatherholt First-grade
teacher Joy Kelliher has two new students̶twin little boys who belong to her high school sweetheart. And if teaching Nick Capello s sons wasn t enough, the widower s also her
neighbor…and competing for the principal job she wants. Will little matchmakers bring about a reunion Joy never anticipated?
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